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or becoming, which signifies a backward step in knowledge, the loss of a
true distinction, consequently a step towards confosedness ; that the
tune intuited is best described by negatives ; that the intuition of free-
dom is, if anything, that of ' pure indetennination, which has no more
right to be qualified as freedom than to be denominated chance'; that it
really implies that if the psychologist or the philosopher can say ' here
causes cease,' he is entitled to add 'here commences freedom'; that
the intuition demands the elimination of cognition altogether, and is of
no more value for knowledge of human freedom than a noumenal idea."
Whethar these contentions are, or can be sustained, is a question too
large for the limits of this notice. But the spirit both of the exposition
and critioism merits very high praise. Bergson is not easy to eipound
except in his own words: Mr. Stewart has essayed to remove " the
brilliant metaphorical dress" in order to trace the main ideas. The
result is a very competent exposition ; it is not complete of course, and
does not profess to be. The critioism also has its own strong points.
The argument is not clouded by too much zeal in tracing the possible
parentage of Berggon's views ; nowhere is there a trace of captiousness.
Mr. 8te.wart might have dealt more fully with many points raised in
Matiire et Mernoxre. Moreover every book should have an index.

ABTHUB ROBINSON.

The Purpose of Education. By ST. GKOEOE LANE FOX PITT. Cambridge :
University Press, 1913. Pp. 83.

The sub-title of this little book is an examination of the education
problem tn the light of recf.nt psychological research, but neither the
title nor the Hub-title find justification in the contents of the book.

There is very little in its pages which can be said to throw light on
the purpose of education, and very little which can be said to reflect the
results of recent psychological research.

The last sentence of the final chapter reads " it is the object of these
pages to point out that this teaching (that of tlie Sermon -on the Mount)
is in strict accord with the conclusions of psychological research ". As
a matter of fact that purpose has not only not been realised, but can
hardly be said to have Deen seriously attempted. Almost the only direct
reference to modern psychology occurs on page 4, and a few following
pages where the author develops the statement: " the study of modern
psychology has shown that the mind is composed of a vast number and
great variety of pycho-physical complexes ".

Not much value can be attached to a book where two such contradictory
statements as the following are made within a few pages :—

(1) Page 22. "One of the most important facts, which the investigations
of modern psychology has revealed, is the extremely limited range of
choice in the determination of his conduct, which falls to the lot of the
average child, or indeed, for that matter, of the average human being."

(2) Page ID. " It is quite certain that an individual's tastes, that is to
say, his hkeB and dislikes, his aims and preferences, are not fixed and
inchangeable elements, but that they are qualities which can be cultivated,
repressed and developed within a wide range of limits."

If a man's "likes and dislikes, aims and preferences" are largely
responsible for his conduct the contradiction between the .ibove state-
ments cannot be got over

On page 52 we have an illustration of careless use of language unworthy
it a serious book. " Children," writes the author, ' ' would be discouraged
Tom assimilating false ideals . . . Nobler ideals would be placed before
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them . . . Ideals so instilled tend to become instinctive." On the
next page we find a similar reference to " higher instinctive aims," and
to " truer instinctt" which shows that the writer has not realised what
' ' instincte " and " instinctive " mean.

On page 54 the second sentence reads as nonsense owing to a misprint.
The book is hardly worthy of the Cambridge University Press.

JOHN EDGAR.

The E, 'dence for Communication with the Dead. By Mrs. ANNA HUDE,
Ph.D. Fisher Unwin, 1913. 1 vol., octavo, pp. 347.

Mrs. Hude tell us in her concluding chapter (p. 332) that she has " pre-
sented as much of the material gathered by the researchers as seemed
sufficient to vield a basis for the judgment of the question which is the
subject of this book". This estimate is sanguine, but she has presented
in a readable form a selection of evidence which may certainly be re-
garded as constituting a case for looking further into the question. On
the bearing and value of each item of the evidence so presented she prj-
nounoes decisively, and as it were ex cathedra, her view being often
different in one direction or another from that of the writer of the paper
from which she quotes the case. This dogmatism is probably partly a
question of style, but it unfortunately leads her sometimes to unwar-
ranted assertions about other people's opinions and attitude of mind.

Mo3t of Mrs. Hude's book is occupied with reviewing a number of
papers concerning various automatists, and by different writers, that
have appeared in the Proceedings of th • Society for Pnychkal Research,
and it is from these papers that almost all her evidence is taken. But
she in a believer in clairvoyance, including thj variety of it called
psychometry, and considers that some of the cases she deals with ex-
emplify this faculty. As the Society's Proceedings furnish little if any
independent evidence of the existence of such a power she preludes her
book with what she regards as cases of its operation derived from another
source. Telepathy aided by clairvoyance will in Mrs. Hude's view
sufficiently explain most of the evidence she discusses, and indeed as
regards some of the cases telepathy from the living is so obviously all that is
required that one wonders why she included them in this volume. Never-
t eless her conclusion is that communication with the dead does occur
in a very direct way, and she bases this conclusion on Mrs. Piper's trance
utterances. She is deeply impressed with the successful dramatisation
of the characters that play a part in them, and the combination of this
with knowledge whioh the medium cannot have possessed normally,
appears to her beyond what it is reasonable to attribute to a subliminal
self.

Idealism in Education. By HEBHAH HABRELL HORSE, Ph.D., Professor
of the History of Philosophy and the History of Education, New
York University. New York : The Macmillan Company. Pp. 184.
Price 5s. 6d.

This is a book which, though hardly true to ite title, may have a value in
lifting the popular mind to the broader and deeper aspects of Education.

"Idealism, ' writes the author in his preface, "finds ideas and pur-
poses to be the realities of existence; and personality, which is the
union of ideas and purposes, to be the ultimate reality." It is doubtful
whether many thoughtful minds will accept this explanation of the
ultimate reality, but it is quite certain that the two .sentences contained
in the next paragraph are mutually inconsistent.

"Educating is the purposeful providing of an environment" . . . so
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